Direct detectability of tidally heated exomoons by photometric orbital modulation
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We investigate whether volcanic exomoons can be detected in thermal wavelength light curves due to their phase variability along their orbit. The method we use is based on the photometric signal variability that volcanic features or hotspots would cause in infrared (IR) wavelengths, which are inhomogeneously distributed on the surface of a tidally heated moon (THEM).

Methods. We simulated satellites of various sizes around an isolated planet and modeled the system’s variability in two IR wavelengths, taking into account photon shot noise. The moon’s periodic signal as it orbits the planet introduces a peak in the frequency space of the system’s time-variable flux. We investigated the THEM and system properties that would make a moon stand out in the frequency space of its host’s variable flux.

Results. The moon’s signal can produce a prominent feature in its host’s flux periodogram at shorter IR wavelengths for hotspots with temperatures similar to the ones seen on the Jovian moon, Io, while the same moon would not be identifiable in longer IR wavelengths. By comparing observations at two different wavelengths, we are able to disentangle the signal of an exomoon with transiting and non-transiting orbital inclinations from the planet’s signal in the frequency domain for system distances up to ~10 pc for Mars-sized exomoons and even further for Earth-sized ones.

Conclusions. This method enlarges the parameter space of detectable exomoons around isolated planetary mass objects and directly imaged exoplanets, as it is sensitive to Io- to Earth-sized exomoons with hot volcanic features for a wide range of non-transiting orbital inclinations. Exomoon transits and the detection of outgassed volcanic molecules can subsequently confirm a putative detection.
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1. Introduction

Solar System planets host a large number of moons, with great diversity; from the gas giants’ icy satellites, to the volcanic moon, Io, and the only moon with a substantial atmosphere, Titan. In the Solar System, moons present a wide variety of geological and orbital properties; however, their detection around exoplanets still remains to be confirmed. Given the large number of discovered exomoons, their detection is ever more likely.

Searches for extrasolar satellites are unveiling upper limits on exomoon properties from a non-detection (Vanderburg & Rodriguez 2021; Rufio et al. 2023) or effects that are associated with the existence of a moon, such as the detection of volcanic species and gaps in ring systems (Meyer zu Westram et al. 2024; Oza et al. 2019; Kenworthy & Mamajek 2015). Candidate exomoons have been proposed (Teachey & Kipping 2018; Fox & Wiepert 2020; Kipping et al. 2022); however, their detection has been put into question (Rodenbeck et al. 2018; Heller et al. 2019; Kipping 2020; Heller & Hippke 2023).

Several exomoon detection methods around close-in planets have been suggested, following the success of the exoplanet transit method. Transit timing (Sartoretti & Schneider 1999; Simon et al. 2007) and transit duration variations (Kipping 2009) are based on the effects that an exomoon has on planetary transits due to gravitational interactions. Furthermore, Heller (2014) suggested detection via statistical analysis of the stellar photometric transit signal. Exomoon atmospheres can also be detected via transit spectroscopy (Kaltenegger 2010). However, these methods are only applicable to close-in planets, which according to orbital evolution models are less likely to host satellites (Trani et al. 2020; Dobos et al. 2021).

Directly imaged (DI) exoplanets, on the other hand, are further away from their parent star due to the challenges brought by star-light suppression at small angular distances. The formation pathways of DI exoplanets are still unclear (e.g., Bohn et al. 2021), and could be better constrained with a satellite detection around them. Exomoon detection methods around DI exoplanets include direct imaging of an unresolved satellite, planet radial velocity measurements, planet astrometry, and transits (Cabrera & Schneider 2007; Agol et al. 2015; Vanderburg et al. 2018; van Woerkom & Kleisioti 2024). With current instrumentation, these methods are limited to detecting binary-like satellites (Lazzoni et al. 2022). Such techniques can also be applied to brown dwarfs (BDs) or isolated planetary-mass objects (IPMOs) (Limbach et al. 2021), since high-contrast imaging is not necessary to subtract the stellar light.

Direct detection via thermal excess of tidally heated exomoons (THEMs), heated by tidal interactions along an eccentric, short-period orbit has also been proposed (Limbach & Turner 2013). The latter requires tidal heating to take place in the...
interior of the moon. Tidal heating is present in Solar System bodies, the most prominent example being that of Io (e.g., Moore 2003; Běhouňková et al. 2021; Rovira-Navarro et al. 2022). Most studies on the direct detection of THEMs have considered a uniform temperature distribution over the moon’s surface to evaluate the temperatures that can be reached by tidal interactions and assess potential detections of thermal excess (Dobos & Turner 2015; Rovira-Navarro et al. 2021; Kleisioti et al. 2023). However, the latter assumption does not take into account the temperature inhomogeneity on the surface of our only known example of a THEM, Io (de Pater et al. 2017; de Kleer et al. 2019). For example, Loki Patera, one of the largest and most persistent hotspots on Io’s surface, with a surface area equal to 21 500 km², or 0.05% of its surface (Davies et al. 2015), is responsible for 10% of Io’s heat flow (Veeder et al. 1994).

Jäger & Szabó (2021) suggest that the temperature distribution in a THEM will be uneven. The authors claim that this uneven temperature distribution can enhance the direct detectability of exomoons. Motivated by the latter, we argue that such a hotspot distribution would produce a periodic signal in thermal infrared (IR) light curves of BDs, DI exoplanets, and IPMOs, and we explore the conditions under which this periodicity is detectable. The detection of extrasolar bodies via thermal periodicity has previously been suggested for the detection of rocky asteroids (Lin & Loeb 2014) and exoplanets around white dwarfs (WDs) (Limbach et al. 2022). The authors considered detection by measuring amplitude variations in WD light curves from rocky bodies’ phase curves due to the thermal emission differences between the dayside and the nightside. In addition, Forgan (2017) suggested that moons could be detected via periodicity detection in exoplanetary transit phase curves. Thermal phase curves have been used for the characterization of rocky exoplanets around main-sequence stars (Demory et al. 2016; Zieba et al. 2022; Gillon et al. 2023). To quantify the feasibility of our proposed method, we simulated phase curves of THEMs with hotspots, adding realistic host variable signals. We show that the thermal output of hotspots can produce detectable signals with MIRI in their hosts’ IR light curves by extracting the signal of the moon from the host’s periodogram.

This work is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we present our models for exomoon and host signal variability. Section 3 discusses our method of extracting the exomoon signal from the host’s periodogram. In Sect. 4, we present our results, firstly for a system at 3 pc and later on for THEMs with different properties at several distances. Finally, in Sect. 5, we discuss possible synergies of our method with other exomoon detection methods and ways to confirm a detection.

2. Photometric signal variability

In this section, we present the models that we use for the photometric variability over time of a volcanic moon and its host. We then compute the combined light curve of the system by adding the two light curves.

2.1. Exo-Io modeled photometric light curves

Volcanic activity on Io is the result of tidally induced heating in the interior of the moon. Over the years, Io’s volcanic activity has been monitored (e.g., de Pater et al. 2017; Cantrall et al. 2018; de Kleer et al. 2019; Tute et al. 2023) and the spatial distribution of volcanoes (Bartolić et al. 2021) has been used to infer tidal heating parameters in the interior (Davies et al. 2024). Measured hotspot temperatures on Io reach up to ≈2000 K (McEwen et al. 1998). A larger concentration of hotspots was found by Zambon et al. (2023) in the polar regions of Io; however, recently Davies et al. (2024) concluded that Io’s polar volcanoes are about the same in number per unit area but are less energetic than those at lower latitudes.

de Kleer & de Pater (2016) divided Io’s hotspots into two main categories depending on their temporal behavior and temperature. “Sudden brightening events” are characterized by a sudden high thermal output, which steadily decays over a timescale of ≈1 month. On the other hand, “persistent hotspots” are active for more than ≈1 yr and show low temporal variability with typically lower thermal outputs. Loki Patera, one of the most persistent hotspots on Io’s surface (de Kleer et al. 2019), presents characteristics of both categories, showing both stability over time and eruption events, with temperatures of up to ≈540 K (de Pater et al. 2017).

We modeled THEM light curves, assuming moons that are tidally locked to their host, with different radii, $R_m$, varying from Io-sized bodies to Earth-sized ones, with a surface temperature baseline of $T_m$. We generated a spherical harmonics map with starry (Luger et al. 2019) to model the nonhomogeneous surface of THEMs. We added the expansion of one and three top hat function(s) on the map to simulate one or three circular spots, respectively, with radius $R_h$ and temperature $T_h$. We chose a spherical harmonics degree = 30, as we modeled small features on the moon’s surface, due to the small $R_h/R_m$ ratio.

Figure 1 shows the spectral energy distribution of a moon with $T_m = 200$ K and $T_h = 1000$ K. The resulting flux variability of a rotating moon would differ from longer wavelength filters to shorter wavelength ones; the flux difference induced by the visibility of the volcano is larger in the JWST/MIRI filter F770W than in F1800W, as is shown by the black and orange points, respectively. Panels b and c in Fig. 2 show the moon’s temporal light curve with Io’s orbital period and in an edge-on orbit, at a distance of 3 pc. When modeling moons larger in size than Io, we kept the ratio, $R_h/R_m = 4.54 \times 10^{-2}$, constant, assuming Loki Patera’s surface area to be equal to 21 500 km², as it was measured to be by Davies et al. (2015).
For our spectroscopic light curves, we substituted the amplitude of the calculated bolometric flux with the characteristic amplitude from the spectroscopic light curve within a given bandpass. This assumes that the light curve periodicity at wavelengths between 6 and 20 μm is similar to that of the bolometric light curve, a behavior that has been observed in measured spectroscopic light curves (Apai et al. 2017; Esplin et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016).

Figure 2a shows the calculated $F_{770W}/MIRI$ variability of a 2.5 h variable host, with an effective temperature of $T_{\text{eff}} = 600 \, \text{K}$ and a surface gravity of $g = 100 \, \text{m s}^{-2}$. Our goal is to demonstrate that we can distinguish the signal of a volcanic companion in a realistic IPMO light curve. When simulating light curves of systems viewed near edge-on, we take into account only the intrinsic variability of the IPMO and companion signals, without considering any transits or secondary eclipses, as we expect them to enhance the periodicity of the signal, and thus the detectability compared to a non-transiting moon. We present results of simulations using the modeled IMPO as a host and argue that the same method can be used to find companions around lower-mass IMPOs and DI planets. When referring to the companion of DI exoplanets and IMPOs, the term “exomoon” can be used; however, it should be noted that there is a blurred line between exoplanets, IMPOs, and BDs (Teachey 2024). When this method is used to find companions around isolated and more massive BDs, the term “volcanic companion” is more accurate.

### 3. Detectable moon signals in hosts’ periodograms

To assess whether an exomoon would produce a detectable signal peak when taking time-series observations of a host, we firstly added the time-variable flux of moons with different $T_h$, $R_h$, $R_m$, and $T_m$ to the flux of the 2.5 h variable host in two MIRI filters. It should be noted that for a $T_h$ range between 300 and 2000 K the optimal filter choice would change, since the blackbody peak changes. We then integrated over 0.5 h observations, alternating between each filter after every integration, and added shot noise to the combined system flux.

Panels a and b of Fig. 3 show the Lomb-scargle periodogram of the combined fluxes in filters $F_{770W}$ and $F_{1800W}$, respectively. The black curves demonstrate the periodogram of the host’s light curve, whereas the purple (one hotspot) and blue (three hotspots) are the result of the combined system flux with an Earth-sized moon that has $T_h = 1000 \, \text{K}$ at a 26.4 h orbital period. There are several peaks on the planet’s periodogram, with the most prominent one being equal to the planets intrinsic variability at 2.5 h. The planet’s periodogram (black) also exhibits several smaller peaks at larger periods that can hinder the moon signal (Apai et al. 2021). This is expected to affect the detectability of moons with different orbital periods, which we explore in Sect. 4.1.

In the combined periodogram (purple) in filter $F_{770W}$ there is a clear peak at $\approx 26.4 \, \text{h}$ that is not present in the host’s periodogram (black). The same moon produces a much smaller signal in the $F_{1800W}$ filter, since it does not capture the high temperature profile of the hotspot, as is seen in Fig. 1. The latter discrepancy between the two filters enables the moon’s signal to be disentangled from the planet’s one.

To better assess the differences between the two filters and the detectability of moons, we also defined a quantity, $A$, as follows:

$$A = P_{F_{770W}} - P_{F_{1800W}},$$

where $P_{F_{770W}}$ and $P_{F_{1800W}}$ are the power of the Lomb-scargle periodogram of the combined flux with or without the moon, respectively.
where $P$ is the periodogram’s power for the two different filters. Figure 3c shows $A^2$ as a function of the moon’s orbital period, where the peak due to the input orbital period (26.4 h) is the most prominent feature. The vertical black lines correspond to false alarm probabilities (FAPs), calculated according to the null hypothesis of non-varying data with Gaussian noise.

Since photon noise is a stochastic process, Fig. 3 shows only one of the possible instances that we might expect from such a system. Figure 4 shows the same system with $T_h = 600$ K at two different instances of shot noise, one where the moon’s peak is the most prominent one (gray) and one where the shot noise interferes with the signal, resulting in a spurious feature (red). To assess the effect of the photon noise on the observability of the exomoon signal, we performed the same calculation $10^3$ times (see Appendix B) and defined a true positive rate as the ratio of the instances in which the most prominent peak is caused by the moon over the total number of instances. The relationship between the FAP and the true positive rate is shown in Appendix C.

The signals of THEMs would appear between periods that can theoretically be constrained by taking into account their orbital stability. In a THEM search via photometric orbital modulation, moon peaks would appear in periods larger than the Roche limit of a particular system. In the following simulations, we took the smaller period limit at which a moon’s signal can appear in the planet’s periodogram, which is equal to the Roche limit for the modeled IPMO with radius $R = 1.006 R_J$ and mass $M = 4 M_J$.

4. Results

In this section we present our results, firstly for the modeled 2.5 h variable planet at 3 pc presented in Sect. 2.2. We then expand on the potential detectability of THEMs for some typical systems.

4.1. Tidally heated exomoons around a 2.5 h variable planet at 3 parsecs

Figure 5a shows the true positive ratio of an Earth-sized moon as a function of its orbital period and hotspot temperature ($T_h$) at a 90° inclination. A black line is overplotted for a true positive ratio = 50%. For the majority of orbital periods, an Earth-sized moon’s signal has a true positive rate of 50% for $T_h = 550$ K. We note that $F770W$ is not the optimal filter for the detection of bodies with $T_h$ in the entire shown parameter space; however, such an analysis is out of the scope of this work.
Fig. 5. True-positive ratio for an Earth-sized moon around the 2.5 h variable planet as a function of the moon’s orbital period and \( T_h \). The system is assumed to be at 3 pc for an (a) edge-on and (b) 30\(^\circ\) inclined orbit.

There are some dark regions in Fig. 5 that represent a true positive rate equal to zero. These correspond to periods where the intrinsic variability of the host interferes with the moon’s signal. Moons with orbital periods within this range would not produce a detectable peak in the host’s periodogram regardless of their hotspot properties. The periods at which this occurs cannot be predicted a priori; however, observations at a longer IR wavelength (\( F_{1800} \)) can constrain them, assuming that there is a similarity between the host’s variability periods in the two bands (Appendix A).

As is seen in Fig. 5b, a smaller inclination (30\(^\circ\)) does not significantly affect the observable range of moon orbital periods. However, the hotspot temperatures that produce detectable moon peaks are larger: \( \approx 600 \) K for an Earth-sized moon with \( T_m = 200 \) K.

4.2. Applicability to systems at larger distances

To evaluate the limits of this method in terms of system distance, as well as the moon and hotspot parameter spaces that lead to detectable signatures, we calculated the \( T_h \) that results in a true positive rate = 50% (\( T_{h,50} \)) for a range of \( R_m, T_m, R_h \) (Fig. 6). For a system distance of <5 pc, exo-Ios as small as \( R_m = R_h \) can be detected for high hotspot temperatures (>1400 K) in 140 h observations. For larger moons between 2 and 4 \( R_h \), a signal can be detected even for moderate \( T_h \) (≈900–1500 and 500–700 K, respectively).

5. Discussion

A THEM with hotspot temperatures similar to the ones seen on Io can produce a detectable signature in JWST time-series data of IPMOs. We discuss whether a detection can be justified from such a signal in putative exomoon hosts’ periodograms, which other sources can produce such signatures, and factors that need to be taken into account when extending the results in different systems.

5.1. Other sources of such signals and synergies with other exomoon detection methods

This paper focuses on the possibility of THEM signatures being present in MIRI/JWST light curves. Assessing the probability that a particular peak within the stable moon orbital period range is from a putative exomoon is out of the scope of this work. The latter would depend, among other confounding effects, on the planet’s intrinsic variability itself, which cannot be assumed a priori. However, there are strategies that can be used to follow up on candidate exomoon signals.

Firstly, additional observations over long periods or within a period of time would allow for the planet’s variability to change over time. In contrast, the exomoon signal would always appear at the same period, its orbital period, even if the location and intensity of the hotspots change. A factor that might affect the interpretation of a signal is the integration time of each observation or the sampling frequency, as it can introduce false-positive signals. Repeating an observation with a different sampling frequency can bypass these false positives, and allow the exomoon signal to persist.

Other exomoon detection methods can serve as confirmation of the existence of a THEM or vice versa. If a THEM is large enough and the orbital inclination is within the range of transiting inclinations, it can produce detectable transits in the photometric light curves of BDs or IPMOs.
cooler and smaller moons will be detectable too, since the fraction
$m_p/4\pi R_m^2$, will be similar for colder volcanoes. Ultimately, the
increased fractional photon shot noise from the smaller fluxes
from the host and exomoon will require longer integrations to
detect the moon at a similar significance.

In the case of host exoplanets with low effective temperatures,
the possibility exists that the planet itself is not detectable
at all, while the hotspots on the warm end of the hotspot param-
eter space can exceed NIRCam’s sensitivity at small distances from the Earth (see Fig. 7).

5.2. Hotspot time variability and spatial distribution on Io and exo-los

This method is subject to the frequency of eruptions on a putative THEM. Persistent volcanoes, like those seen on Io, are more likely to be present on a THEM’s surface, since they are stable for more than ≈1 year; however, they have lower thermal fluxes. “Sudden brightening events” with higher temperatures, fade over a timescale of ≈1 month, which is much smaller than the observation time assumed in this work (140 h), and thus also likely to be detectable.

The spatial distribution of volcanoes needs to allow enough variability in a moon’s phase curve and can boost or hinder a moon’s signal. A homogeneous distribution along the surface of hotspots with similar properties would produce a flat moon phase curve. On the other hand, two hotspots on the same hemisphere (even if they are smaller than the modeled sizes) would enhance the moon’s periodicity amplitude.

5.3. Possibility of hotspot detection around cooler planets

Our current models assume a host planet temperature of 600 K. We note, however, that if the host planet is colder than this, then cooler and smaller moons will be detectable too, since the fraction, $m_p/4\pi R_m^2$, will be similar for colder volcanoes. Ultimately, the increased fractional photon shot noise from the smaller fluxes from the host and exomoon will require longer integrations to detect the moon at a similar significance.

In the case of host exoplanets with low effective temperatures, the possibility exists that the planet itself is not detectable at all, while the hotspots on the warm end of the hotspot parameter space can exceed NIRCam’s sensitivity at small distances from the Earth (see Fig. 7).

6. Conclusions

We modeled the IR variability of a 600 K isolated planet and added phase curves of THEMs with different hotspot, physical, and orbital properties. We conclude that a THEM with hotspots temperatures similar to the ones seen on the Jovian moon, Io, can produce detectable signatures in the host’s IR periodograms for a wide range of orbital inclinations. For some exomoon orbital periods, which would depend on the planet’s intrinsic variability and cannot be known a priori, a detection is not possible independently of the hotspot properties. Synergies with other methods, such as exomoon transits and spectral signatures due to volcanism, can contribute to confirming the presence of an exomoon. When taking into account shot noise, this method can detect Io-sized satellites with volcanic temperatures >1400 K for distances <5 pc, and Mars to Earth-sized moons further away for moderate volcanic temperatures around a 600 K planet. The latter detection limits can be looser for moons around colder hosts. If a host is cold enough, direct detection of a volcano is possible with NIRCam at 3 pc.
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Appendix A: Planet spectral variability

Figures A.1 and A.2 show the normalized flux variations with time, calculated by the IPMO circulation model for an edge-on and a 30 deg inclined orbit.

**Fig. A.1.** Host spectroscopic variability for an edge-on view. The period of variability remains the same, while the amplitude of variability changes as a function of wavelength.

**Fig. A.2.** Host spectroscopic variability (30° inclined). The period of variability remains the same, while the amplitude of variability changes as a function of wavelength.
Appendix B: True positive rate as a function of number of instances

Figure B.1 shows the true positive rate as a function of the number of shot noise instances (iterations). We chose $10^3$ iterations as the number of iterations for the simulations shown in Figures 5 and 6.

![Figure B.1](image)

**Fig. B.1.** True positive rate as a function of the number of shot noise instances for an Earth-sized moon with $T_h = 600$ K, an orbital period of 26.4 h (blue line) and $T_h = 800$ K, and an orbital period of 33.5 h (orange line).

Appendix C: False alarm probabilities as a function of the true positive rate

This section refers to the FAP calculations that are presented in Section 3 and shown in Figure 3. We calculated the FAPs and confidence intervals using a Gamma distribution with a scale parameter equal to the variance of the 95th percentile of the time-domain data and a shape parameter equal to one, as the square magnitude of each frequency coefficient for time domain data with Gaussian noise approximates a Gamma distribution. Figure C.1 shows the percentage of correctly identified moon peaks that are detected with FAPs smaller than 10% and 50% as a function of the true positive rate.

![Figure C.1](image)

**Fig. C.1.** Percentage of correctly identified moon peaks with > 90% confidence (black line) and > 50% confidence (red line) as a function of the true positive rates, for Earth-sized moons with an orbital period of 26.4 hours.